DEANZ2016

‘There and back: Charting flexible pathways in open, mobile and distance education’

Sunday 17th- 20th April 2016
The University of Waikato, Hamilton

Keynote Speaker:
Professor Curt Bonk
(Indiana University)

Curt Bonk is Professor of Instructional Systems Technology at Indiana University and President of CourseShare. A well-known authority on emerging technologies for learning, Curt offers unique insights into the intersection of business, education, psychology, and technology.

Keynote title
Education 3.0: The Learning World of Middle Earth is Fast Changing!

In this age of Education 3.0, learning has become increasingly collaborative, global, mobile, modifiable, open, online, blended, massive, visually-based, hands-on, ubiquitous, instantaneous, and personal. Curt will visit the different eras of digital based teaching and learning to highlight theory and practice in the era of Education 3.0. Education 3.0 educators are the ones who foster student autonomy and self-directed learning pursuits while, simultaneously, offering insightful guides and timely scaffolds where and when appropriate. He will discuss how Education 3.0 will impact educators and how they in turn, can significantly impact it.

Workshop title
Engage, Number One: This is the Next Generation

Using his popular TEC-VARIETY and R2D2 models, Curt Bonk will detail dozens of ways to
motivate and engage learners, while fostering critical and creative thinking in highly engaging, generative environments be it in online, blended, distance or digital-based teaching contexts.

Curt is one of three keynote speakers at the conference. Join us for an engaging professional dialogue on using digital technologies to serve teaching and learning.

Have you registered yet?
The biennial DEANZ conference showcases best practice and theory in the broad field of open, distance, flexible and mobile learning across all aspects of the education sector including the compulsory, tertiary, and professional development settings.

For information and to register go to: http://conference.deanz.org.nz/
Contact: deanz2016@deanz.org.nz

Early bird Registration Deadline - 15th February 2016